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INTRODUCTIONEvolutionary approaches have a minorthough persistent place in the study of eth-nicity and nationalism, probably due to thesocial sciences’ generally slow uptake ofbiological ideas. Nevertheless it is worthtracking those approaches because theybridge the gap between ethnic studies andthe life sciences. That bridge is under con-struction but the rickety spans now in placealready support a weighty traffic in empir-ical findings.The definition of an ethnic group shouldattract the attention of evolutionary socialscientists. Ethnic groups are populationswith proper names whose members sharea belief in common descent, a commonhistory, a distinctive shared culture, a sharedattachment to a homeland, and some degreeof solidarity.1 The elements of this definitionof obvious relevance to Darwinian theoryare descent from common ancestors,territoriality and solidarity. Shared historyand culture also bear on social cohesion.Evolutionary studies belong to the muchlarger field of behavioural biology whichstudies animal behaviour. This is sometimesreferred to as ethology, the study ofbehaviour using biological methods andconcepts. Ethologists can devote entirecareers to untangling aspects of behaviourwithout thinking much about evolution.When such thoughts do occur they usuallyrun along neo-Darwinian lines, an approachthat takes a gene-eyed view. A subset of neo-Darwinian theories related to socialbehaviour became known as sociobiology.

It is easy to recognise evolutionaryanalyses of ethnicity and other socialphenomena because they pay attention tosuch themes as human nature, behaviouralgenetics, population genetics, molecularphylogenetics, behavioural ecology,dominance, brain imaging, individual andpopulation differences, primate models,fitness outcomes, hormones, developmentstages, etcetera. The field has grown to suchan extent that this review can only hope todelineate the main approaches andcomment briefly on history, theories andfindings.One trend to observe in the followingaccount is the growing use of evolutionaryideas as heuristics. Until the 1990sevolutionary thinking about ethnicity wasdevoted largely to explaining origins, theselection pressures and ecology thatproduced ethnic behaviours. Empiricalwork was left to the social sciences, whichafter the 1930s were overwhelmingly non-biological. Explanation is still the provinceof much evolutionary thought. However thegrowing sophistication and elegance ofevolutionary theory from the 1970s—especially sociobiology—prompted somesocial scientists to begin using such theoryto generate hypotheses with enoughplausibility to justify testing. This has beena common route followed by non-biologistswho apply evolutionary ideas to ethnicity.
ETHOLOGYModern ethological studies of ethnicitywere initiated by Irenäus Eibl-Eibesfeldt
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beginning in 1972.2 From cross-culturalobservations of social behaviour he con-cludes that ethnic identity and nationalsolidarity are based on the extension ofmotivations adapted for the family to larg-er communities. All human altruism, heargues, evolved from the parent-child bond,an analysis since named ethnic nepotismtheory. The underpinnings of this theorywere criticised by neo-Darwinists in gen-eral and sociobiologists in particular. At apopular level likely to influence social sci-entists Richard Dawkins criticised theassumption that natural selection operatesat the species level.3 The notion of species-selection was received wisdom and as suchpoorly examined. Its abandonment by Eibl-Eibesfeldt did not affect his analysis.From the mid 1970s Eibl-Eibesfeldtpaid more attention to units of selection. Headopted the neo-Darwinian definition ofadaptiveness according to which abehaviour is adaptive if it tends to spreadthe genes of the actor.4 He added to this theargument that ethnic solidarity has also beenadaptive at the community level—hunter-gatherer clans and tribes. By this he meantthat cohesive groups have been moresuccessful at spreading their genes byreproducing faster than other groups. Thisresembles the position advanced by Darwinwithout knowledge of genes.5 But Eibl-Eibesfeldt could go much further by takinginto account information on genetics andhis own cross-cultural observations.He argued that individual sacrifice forthe community can be adaptive becausemembers are related genetically. Thekinship bond ties individuals into solidarygroups the members of which monitor eachother to prevent free-riding. Eibl-Eibesfeldtargued that these groups then became unitsof selection such that more successfulgroups fissioned and replaced others.6 Theresulting process selected forindoctrinability, the predisposition toidentify with groups larger than the family.7

This group selection explanation for ethnicsolidarity runs counter to sociobiology’sinsistence that genes and individuals are thesole units of selection.8 Eibl-Eibesfeldt’sposition is an example of ‘multi-levelselection theory’9 which has beenformalised and used to interpret ethno-religious communities and the solidaritythey muster.10Following is a selective review of somerecent ethological research. Becauseethology is an integrative field it also bearsthe marks of other evolutionary theories tobe discussed in subsequent sections.A 1998 symposium took up Eibl-Eibesfeldt’s theory of the function andevolution of ‘indoctrinability’, thepredisposition to identify and bond withgroups under modest instruction. Theconcept originated with social psychologistD. T. Campbell11 and was taken up by E. O.Wilson to help explain the evolution ofgroup cohesion among humans.12 Theconcept is compatible with psychologicalresearch on social identity mechanisms.13A 2002 symposium drew on severaldisciplines to examine the role of kinshipand ethnic networks in establishing trustamong those conducting risky transactions.Chapters tested a hypothesis formulatedfrom the theories of Eibl-Eibesfeldtdiscussed above and van den Berghe to bediscussed below. Examples studied wereorganised crime, long-range exchangenetworks within a hunter-gather culture,traders lacking the protection of contractlaw, U.S. Supreme Court proceedings,dissenters from totalitarian societies,tourists, and nationalist freedom fighters.The studies indicate that ethnic solidarityis a pervasive weak tie sensitive to ritualsand ideology. It is usually intermediate instrength between strong kinship bonds andinteractions between non-ethnics.14 Non-evolutionary research also finds that trustis higher in ethnically homogeneoussocieties.15
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Butovskaya et al.’s observational studyof street beggars in Moscow tested ahypothesis based on ethnic nepotism (seebelow). Beggars received the largest giftsfrom fellow ethnics, the next largest from agenetically similar ethnic group, and leastfrom a relatively distant ethnic group.16Contributors to a 2004 symposiumtested the ethnic-nepotism hypothesis thatethnic heterogeneity depresses thewillingness of citizens to contribute topublic goods. The hypothesis was generallyconfirmed. Examples included charitablegiving in the United States (morehomogeneous locations give more), a globalcomparison of welfare states (ethnicheterogeneity correlates negatively withwelfare rights), foreign aid (morehomogeneous states give more), economicgrowth (among the poorest 90 per cent ofcountries heterogeneity is negativelycorrelated with economic growth), theeffect of Quebec separatism on theallocation of Canadian welfare (it increasesit), and affirmative action (it tends tostrengthen ethnic identification).17All of these studies were conducted bysocial scientists using ethological theory,concepts or methods in addition toconventional approaches. Prominentamong these were political scientists.Indeed, much of the above research, thoughethological, was directed at political themes.The field of ‘politics and the life sciences’is a quarter century old and combines allthe evolutionary approaches discussed inthis review.18In these examples ethologycomplements non-biological social science.It does not pretend to replace it. True, thereare some genuine zero-sum differenceswhere one side or the other must triumph.19The reality of behavioural sex differencesand of genetic contributions to manyindividual differences are now beyond allbut quantitative dispute. But usually socialfacts fit into a web of explanations and are

not explained by only one approach. Forexample social identity mechanisms surelycontribute to patterns of giving to beggars.Psychological mechanisms of groupcohesion and conflict have providedvaluable insights. That does not invalidateevolutionary approaches from playing acomplementary role. Only they can offerexplanations of how the mental structuresunderlying social identity evolved, an‘ultimate’ layer of causality that is omittedfrom the ‘proximate’ causes explored byconventional social science. Andevolutionary theory can suggest lines ofresearch that are fresh in detail or scope,for example predicting a negativecorrelation between ethnic diversity andsolidarity in many otherwise unconnectedsituations. The result is to redeploy ratherthan contradict existing data and theory. Atthe proximate level of analysis the variousbranches of ethology have methodologicalcontributions to make drawn from thebiological emphasis on physiologicaldescription and analysis, best known in thesocial sciences from studies of nonverbalbehaviour.
SOCIOBIOLOGYSociobiology is a set of evolutionary theo-ries developed by ethologists to explainsocial behaviour. The theories are neo-Dar-winian, meaning that they are based on thesynthesis of Darwinian natural selection andMendelian genetics pioneered by R. A.Fisher, J. B. S. Haldane, S. Wright, T. Do-bzhansky and E. Mayr in the 1930s, 1940sand 1950s. As already noted, in the 1970sstudents of neo-Darwinism belatedly over-turned the ‘good for the species’ theoryof evolution and focused attention on thegene as the unit of selection.The first sociobiological theory to bedeveloped was also the most importanttheoretical advance in the evolutionaryanalysis of ethnicity. It emerged from theattempt in 1964 by a doctoral student,
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William D. Hamilton, to explain altruismwithin the neo-Darwinian frame.20Hamilton was a gifted ethologist interestedin social insects, which show extremealtruism. The worker castes of bees andwasps do not reproduce at all, meaning thattheir individual fitness is zero. Theirpropensity to sacrifice for the hive isgenetically programmed but those genes failto reproduce. How can any gene thatprograms an organism to sacrifice itself notbe weeded out of the gene pool? The sameproblem attends altruism in other species.Darwin’s original theory implies a solutionfor parental altruism because this isinvolved in individual reproduction. Butmany examples of altruism go beyondparents nurturing offspring.Hamilton’s solution was his theory of‘inclusive fitness’ or kin selection as it isoften called. The idea is that an individual’sfitness is affected not only by her personalreproductive success (‘individual fitness’)but by how well blood relatives reproduce,because they bear copies of some of hergenes. Hamilton showed mathematicallythat inclusive fitness allows a gene codingfor altruism towards kin to spread even ifthat altruism reduces the actor’s individualfitness. For example worker bees propagatetheir genes by helping their mother toproduce sisters. Altruism is adaptive to theactor if the resulting rise in inclusive fitnessspreads more of the actor’s genes than arelost through the resulting decline of hisindividual fitness. Hamilton devised a rule,now known as ‘Hamilton’s Rule’,specifying the condition under whichaltruism is adaptive, meaning that the genesof the altruist become more numerous. Heput it this way: ‘[A]n animal acting on thisprinciple would be sacrificing its lifeadaptively if it could thereby save more thantwo brothers, but not for less’.21Inclusive fitness theory was widelyaccepted in behavioural biology but was notgenerally taken up by those interested in

ethnicity, even by many sociobiologists,partly because Hamilton thought thatinclusive fitness could only work amongclose kin. This caveat was cited repeatedlyeven after Hamilton abandoned it in 1971.Richard Dawkins, probably the best knowninterpreter of Hamilton, thought that ethnicaltruism was maladaptive. An influential1972 paper by Richard Lewontin dismissedamong-group genetic variation altogetheras scientifically irrelevant compared towithin-group variation.22 Theoreticalmisunderstandings contributed to lack ofinterest in the subject and held back thestudy of ethnicity within sociobiology andevolutionary psychology.23Hamilton himself was busy showinghow ethnic altruism could be adaptive,confirming the thrust of Eibl-Eibesfeldt’stheory.24 He was interested in ethnicitymainly as a test bed for his models of geneticevolution, though he realised theimplications of his work and later noted thateven in 1964 he was afraid of politically-inspired attacks.25 Many consideredethnicity to be a primitive hangover, anirrational passion with much blood on itshands that obscures real interests such asclass solidarity and internationalcooperation. The brilliant geneticist JohnMaynard Smith blamed such politicalvalues for blinding him to kin selection andallowing Hamilton to beat him to thebreakthrough.26Some social scientists found Hamilton’s1964 theory compelling. AnthropologistPierre van den Berghe was the first to useinclusive fitness theory to study ethnicity,with a paper in 1978 and a book-lengthtreatment in 1981.27 As an establishedanthropologist van den Berghe’s workappeared in journals of social science.28 Hisbook found a place alongside otheruniversity texts, albeit often as acounterpoint to mainstream theory. His coreidea is a sociobiological elaboration ofethnic nepotism theory—that ethnic
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solidarity is kin selection on a large scale.Despite the terminological inexactitude—kin selection is a process of evolution not abehaviour—this theory takes the importantstep of recognising the centrality ofcommon descent in ethnic identity. Oneattraction of the theory is that it accountsfor the passion of ethnic conflict, bothaggressive and self-sacrificial, behaviourdifficult to explain as a rational choice.29Van den Berghe’s analysis then appliesknowledge about kin recognition to ethnicidentity, and draws a distinction betweencultural and racial markers. For most ofhuman existence neighbouring populationswere racially similar. Recognition of out-groups must have been largely based onculture, often slight differences in language,dress and rituals. This is no longer true inthe modern world. The colonial era broughtethnic groups into contact from differentcontinents. Populations isolated for tens ofmillennia have visible racial differenceswhich join culture as ethnic markers. Thisintroduced a new dimension to ethnicdifferentiation, one that could not be erasedthrough conversion to the other’s language,religion, or material culture.Paul R. Shaw and Yuwa Wong, foreignpolicy analysts, adopt a quantitative rationalactor model to test the conditions underwhich ethnic solidarity could be adaptiveaccording to Hamilton’s theory. Like vanden Berghe they identify recognitionmarkers that can also release cooperation:kinship, phenotypic similarity, language,religion, and territory.30Robert Boyd, a sociologist, and PeterRicherson, an ecologist, developed modelsof culture-led group selection.31 Theirtheory acknowledges inclusive fitnesseffects but breaks with Hamilton’s theoryby positing cultural rules as the parameterswithin which social instincts evolve,including ethnic loyalty. Like Eibl-Eibesfeldt they argue that monitoring andpunishing free riders allows group selection

to occur, resulting in altruism that is notconfined to kin groups. Their theoryquantifies Konrad Lorenz’s idea thathumans have domesticated themselves byconstructing novel environments that arereplicated culturally and then select for newbehaviour.32 Boyd and Richerson’s work isa prominent example of culture beingintegrated into evolutionary theory.Untangling the influences of evolvedhuman nature on culture is only part of thebiocultural project, which also studiescultural influences on human nature and ongenetic evolution itself.33

EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGYEvolutionary psychology is the largest ofthe evolutionary social sciences, basedmainly in the United States but growing inEurope and elsewhere. The field has gen-erated some research on ethnic solidarity.Evolutionary psychology originated in theapplication of sociobiological theory to psy-chological phenomena. Since sociobiologyis a branch of ethology is it not surprisingthat the latter shares some core features withevolutionary psychology. These include theview that human nature, including patternsof decision-making, have innate elementsthat are the products of a long evolutionaryprocess. The two fields also emphasise hu-man universals or ‘species-typicalcharacteristics’ on the assumption that theseare the products of evolution. A major dif-ference is methodological, psychology notemphasising field observations.As noted above, evolutionarypsychology was influenced by Hamilton’s1964 theory of inclusive fitness andDawkins’ (continuing) erroneousinterpretation of that theory’s implicationsfor ethnic nepotism. It was generally notunderstood that Hamilton’s subsequentwork showed that genes coding for ethnicnepotism could have been adaptive andtherefore spread throughout the species.34As a result ethnicity still receives only fitful
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treatment by evolutionary psychologists.Elementary misconceptions are common.A high profile example is Steven Pinker,the best known evolutionary psychologistin the United States, who recently arguedthat co-nationals are negligibly relatedgenetically, apparently unaware of work byHamilton, Harpendings and others on thesubject (see below).35An exception is J. Philippe Rushtonwho developed a theory of geneticsimilarity and applied it to ethnicfavouritism.36 He built on a large body ofresearch showing that humans tend tochoose spouses and friends who resembledthemselves in a great number ofcharacteristics, including ethnicity andrace.37 This ‘positive assortment’ isobviously not categorical since friends andspouses are often chosen across groupboundaries. But the trend is clear. Rushtonargues that ethnic solidarity is in part anexpression of affiliation by geneticsimilarity and supports this with evidencethat assortment is stronger in the moreheritable characteristics.38 His theory is oflimited applicability because it does notaccount for group identification, a necessarycondition for the release of ethnic passions.Instead his theory is calibrated to explainingweak ties. However weak ties are importantwhen expressed on a mass scale, a reasonto understand the degree of geneticsimilarity within ethnic groups, discussedbelow.The mechanisms that direct altruismtowards kin and tribe are receiving moreattention from evolutionary psychologists.There is cross-cultural evidence that ethnicfavouritism conditions the moral emotionssuch that norm violations by fellow ethnicsagainst an outsider are punished less thanthe reverse. The set of findings is not fullyconsistent with any existing theory, thoughthe authors point to ways in which multi-level selection and kin-selection theoriescould be applied.39 Group reputation for

altruistically punishing external aggressionmight have been a factor in inter-tribalrelations. If so this would support a modelof extended kin selection.40Most psychological contributions toethnic studies have not been evolutionary.Knowledge of social identity mechanismsand collectivism, both salient features ofethnic solidarity, were developed withoutreference to natural selection, though theygenerally provide support for anevolutionary interpretation.41 The sameapplies to Lawrence Hirschfeld’s theory ofinnate categorisation of descent groups,including races. His ingenious socialpsychological experiments show thatuninstructed five-year-olds distinguishinherited from acquired characteristics.Hirschfeld concludes that humans have aninnate special-purpose competence foridentifying and representing human descentgroups.42 This theory too makes sense fromthe perspective of evolutionary psychologywhich classifies Hirschfeld’s hypothesisedpsychological mechanism as a ‘domain-specific’ cognitive ability or a ‘mentalmodule’, as opposed to ‘domain-general’ability or general intelligence. The ethnicpredispositions discussed in this section fitthe description of mental modules sincethey are universal, appear in early childhoodand are produced by rapid unconsciousthought processes.43

EVOLUTIONARYANTHROPOLOGYVan den Berghe’s contributions are anthro-pological but have already been discussedunder ‘sociobiology’. Evolutionary per-spectives have entered the mainstream ofanthropology, not just in physical anthro-pology but in studies of social behaviour,such as Wiessner’s study of Kalahari Bush-men’s reciprocal networks that favour kinfor long-range exchange.44 In a cross-cul-tural study Cashdan tested the widely heldview that ethnocentrism entails xenopho-
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bia.45 She found that attacks by other groupsincrease hostility but that famine increasesethnic loyalty without usually antagonisinggroup relations. The two behaviours areweakly linked.There is a strong correlation betweenlinguistic and genetic phylogeny. Cavalli-Sforza and others have shown that divisionsand subdivisions of languages correspondremarkably well with populations asdefined by genetic distances and boundariesof steep genetic gradients.46 Since languageis an ethnic marker this is strong evidencethat the ethnic myth of common descentusually has a basis in fact.Evolutionary anthropology answered avital question: how great or small is ethnickinship, the genetic similarity within ethnicgroups? Knowing this quantity allowsHamilton’s Rule to be applied to ethnicaltruism, that is, to determine how manyco-ethnics an altruist must save for his self-sacrifice to be adaptive. Recall that Dawkinsfailed to answer the question or evenformulate it, despite it being the startingpoint of the study of inclusive fitnessprocesses among ethnic groups. Jonesshowed that social controls on free riderscan make it adaptive to invest in largegroups which are genetically similar.47Harpending showed that ethnic kinshipvaries with the populations being compared.On a global scale it typically approximatesthat of cousins in an outbred population andsometimes higher.48Salter combined Harpending’s analysiswith global genetic assay data to applyHamilton’s Rule to contemporary ethnicgroups.49 The fitness lost through onepopulation replacing part of another in itshome territory is sufficiently high to makeself-sacrificial defence adaptive, a findingrelevant to understanding the evolution ofterritoriality and the frequency of inter-group conflict. This body of researchindicates that group selection as extendedkin selection is possible. Our inclusive

fitness is affected by the reproductivesuccess of not only our family and clan butour ethnic group and, in somecircumstances, the species as a whole.
PRIMORDIALISM, MODERNISM,INSTRUMENTALISMHow do the evolutionary ideas discussedabove fit into the established field of ethnicstudies? They are usually classified as a typeof ‘primordialism’, meaning that they arefocused on perennial human nature or so-ciety. However this is not a neat fit.Primordialism was not originally a biolog-ical concept. The late Clifford Geertzapplied the term ‘primordial’ to mean a psy-chological universal which was defined invague and unbiological way.50 Steven Gros-by, a contemporary primordialist thinker,analyses traditions of belief and action di-rected towards primordial objects, againwithout exploring biological dimensions.51Some primordialists such as Walker Con-ner who do accept the power of biologicaland kinship metaphors to bond popula-tions—for example by appeals to‘blood’—do not make use of genetics orevolutionary theories.52Since the Second World War modernistapproaches have dominated ethnicity andnationalism studies. Modernism emphasis-es contingent factors affecting identity andmobilisation, including the state and its elit-es, the rise of print media and masseducation, industrialisation and other as-pects of the post-1789 modern world.53 Inthis view ethnicity, nations and nationalismare products of recent change. Instrumen-talism is a type of modernism that seesethnic identity and solidarity as conditionsinduced to achieve real goals such as wealthand power.54 A rational-actor version of in-strumentalism sees ethnic solidarity as aform of collective action rather than a sen-timent, as negotiable and dependent onrational choices aimed at maximising utili-ties other than ethnic welfare.55 Modernist
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thinkers are generally critical of the explan-atory value of human nature, psychologicalpredispositions or evolution. They consid-er primordial theories too simplistic toexplain the dynamic change engendered byculture and economics.Evolutionary theories of ethnicity areprimordial to the extent that they arepremised on assumptions about humannature and its phylogeny. The criticism ofsimplicity is partly justified: evolutionaryapproaches to ethnicity are under-developed and fragmented. For examplethere is no comprehensive up-to-dateformulation suitable for use as a textbookin undergraduate teaching. But suchweaknesses can be remedied. In factevolutionary ideas are not only compatiblewith dynamic cultural and economicprocesses, they influence them, as indicatedby some of the research reviewed earlierin this article. From this perspectivemodernism has its flaws.Modernism has enough problemswithout considering its biological deficit.A school of nationalism studies,ethnosymbolism, accepts much of themodernist canon yet maintains thathistorically nations developed aroundethnic cores and points to nations in theancient world, including the Greeks,Armenians, and the Israelites. Withoutreference to sociobiology ethnosymbolismportrays ethnic groups as slow changingand often long-lived peoples bound in partby common descent and memory of ahomeland. The school emphasises howethnic myths, symbols, shared memoriesand traditions give rise to nations. Thesynthesis of ethnosymbolism andcomponents of modernism withevolutionary biology is a work inprogress.56Van den Berghe explicitly rejects theprimordial label. He acknowledges thatnationalist ideology is a modernphenomenon and accepts that the kinship

basis of ethnic and national solidarity needonly be putative to have a binding effect.‘Socially defined kinship’ is a well knownconcept in anthropology and is a staple ofbiopolitics. Some research in biopolitics hasconcerned the manipulation by leaders ofnational loyalty using kinshipterminology.57 These and otherevolutionary ideas allow for strong culturalimpacts on ethnic processes.Evolutionary theory has long allowedfor social relations to be constructed usingculturally-transmitted information, thoughwithin limits set by a slow-to-changehuman nature. Already mentioned arecontributions along these lines made byKonrad Lorenz, Eibl-Eibesfeldt, and Boydand Richerson. A related theory is that of‘social technologies’. This is an attempt toaccount for cultural change restrained andchannelled by human nature and thus byevolutionary antecedents. Socialtechnologies are manipulatory practices, forexample a leader asserting kinship tiesamong his people as a means for increasingtheir cohesion. These practices are inventedand passed on culturally. The theory holdsthat the history of political institutionsconsists of the accumulation of socialtechnologies for marshalling andcoordinating populations. Socialtechnologies have been described bythinkers as diverse as Thomas Hobbes,John Stuart Mill, the designers of the U.S.constitution, and theorists of socialcontrol.58Biological ideas about how cultureshapes behaviour allow for social changevia cultural evolution overlaying aconservative human nature. Neverthelessevolutionary theory has a minor placeamong mainstream approaches to ethnicityand nationalism, partly due to its latedevelopment and partly as a consequenceof the long separation of the social sciencesfrom the life sciences.59
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CONCLUSIONThis paper has covered some of the historyof evolutionary analyses of ethnic solidar-ity and provided some recent examples ofsuch research. The approach is interestingin part because it traces the causal chainback to the evolutionary process. Treatinghumans as a species produced by naturalselection also suggests fresh hypotheses.Biological analysis is not widely acceptedin the field of ethnic studies, which is un-fortunate on both sides because formulating

evolutionary theory and testing hypothe-ses about something as complex asethnicity requires collaboration betweendisciplines in the social and life sciences.In my experience such interdisciplinarityis stimulating for all concerned and pro-duces new insights. Policy makers need allthe new insights they can muster in a worldwhere nationalism remains influential,long-range immigration is on the rise, andethnic conflict remains a daily reality.
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